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PVD stands for “Physical Vapour 
Deposition”. PVD is a coating  
technology used to deposit a thin  
film (few microns) on products. 
The finishing process begins inside a vacuum chamber, 
where different metals like titanium, zirconium and 
chrome evaporate in a vacuum atmosphere. Due 
to kinetic energy and a potential difference, ions 
move on the product’s surface where they condense 
creating the desired coating. PVD coating is a good 
option for applications that require an extremely thin 
functional coating. Once applied, the coating is nearly 
impossible to remove, and won’t wear off on its own. It 
is an environmentally friendly vacuum coating process 
with no hazardous by products resulting in brilliant 
decorative finishes with excellent wear and corrosion 
resistance.

PVD coating is particularly recommended for tapware 
as it allows hardness and is resistant to abrasions, 
scratches and corrosion. PVD coating offers exceptional 
aesthetic features, such as variations in colour, as well 
as guarantees a very long lifespan for its durability.

To maintain the superior finish of these Barben PVD 
products, please ensure that only a damp cloth with 
diluted, mild detergent (i.e. hand dish washing soap 
that only contains surfactants that dissolve dirt and 
grease) is used and then dried thoroughly. Residue 
build up may discolour the original finish so to avoid 
this damage we recommend the product is wiped 
down and dried on a regular basis. It is best to include 
this into a regular cleaning schedule.

Do not use harsh chemicals (such as caustics, citric acid, 
bleach, vinegar or alcohol based chemicals), abrasive 
cleaners or scourers on any Barben PVD  products as 
this may affect the finish over time. Never use steel 
wool as it will leave behind fine ferrous particles that 
will rust on the surface.  

With care, the Barben PVD product will be maintained 
for many years.

Matt Black (MBPVD) 

Satin Brass (SBPVD)

Satin Rose Gold (SRGPVD)

Satin Nickel (SNPVD)

Gun Metal (GMPVD) 

Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) Finishes
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Electroplating is the process of applying a 
metal coating on another piece of metal 
(or another conductive surface) through an 
electro-deposition process. 
In electroplating, the deposited metal becomes part of 
the existing product with the plating/coating. 

Electroplated finishes are coated with a clear lacquer 
to provide a lasting lustre and striking appearance. 
Due to the nature of the process different surfaces 
and materials will have colour variations. Under light 
refraction, the same colour finish will appear slightly 
different due to the following factors: light, shape, 
surface and substrata. 

INSTALLATION OF PLATED PRODUCTS
The Plated products are soft decorative finishes which 
should be handled carefully and preferably installed 
after other trades (such as paint, plasterboard and 
tiling) to avoid damage.  Wipe over with a soft cloth 
and handle carefully.

To maintain the superior finish of these Plated products, 
please ensure that only a damp cloth with diluted, 
mild detergent (i.e. hand dish washing soap that only 
contains surfactants that dissolve dirt and grease) is 
used and then dried thoroughly. Residue build up may 
discolour the original finish so to avoid this damage we 
recommend the product is wiped down and dried on 
a regular basis. It is best to include this into a regular 
cleaning schedule.

Do not use harsh chemicals, acids, alcohols, vinegars, 
abrasive cleaners or scourers on any plated products 
as this may affect the plating over time. Never use steel 
wool as it will leave behind fine ferrous particles that 
will rust on the surface.  

With care, the Electroplated products will be 
maintained for many years.

Chrome Plate (CP)

Satin Chrome Plate (SCP)

Satin Brass (SB)

Rose Gold (RG)

Gun Metal (GM) 

Electroplated Finishes
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Powder Coated Finishes

Powder coating is a process whereby 
paint, in the form of powder, is applied 
with a spray gun to electrically charged 
pieces of material.  
When the powder is sprayed, it is drawn to the material 
like a magnet.  Once the powder is applied to our 
nominated coating micron, it is then oven baked to 
produce a very hard wearing finish.

The powder coating we undertake is finished to a 
very high standard in respect to lustre and thickness.  
Caution should be taken during installation, use and 
maintenance of Barben Powder Coated products. 
Under extreme conditions and rough handling e.g. 
metal trolleys, trade ladders and tools, our finish may 
chip but given our controlled processes and proper 
care and maintenance, we can guarantee that our 
Barben Powder Coat finish will outlast all others. For 
further information please view our “Bang” test on the 
website to see a demonstration.

To maintain the finish of the Barben Powder Coated 
products please ensure that only a damp cloth, sponge 
or soft natural bristle brush with diluted, mild detergent 
is used and then dried thoroughly. Residue build 
up may discolour the original finish so to avoid this 
damage we recommend the Barben Powder Coated 
product is wiped down and dried on a regular basis. 

In severe environments such as industrial or marine, 
the normal frequency of cleaning should be at a 
maximum of three-monthly intervals. However, where 
high atmospheric pollution exists, such as salt spray 
or a combination of factors above, the environment 
is classified as hazardous and the period between 
cleaning should be increased to monthly. 

Do not use harsh chemicals, abrasive cleaners or 
scourers as this may affect the Barben Powder Coat 
finish over time. Never use steel wool as it will leave 
behind fine ferrous particles that will rust on the surface. 

To remove any light surface scratches we recommend 
the use of a gentle polish using a soft cloth in the 
affected area.  

With care, the Barben Powder Coated product will be 
maintained for many years.
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American Oak 

Blackbutt 

Hoop Pine 

Jarrah 

New Guinea Rosewood 

Spotted Gum 

Tallow Wood 

Tasmanian Oak 

Timber Finishes

Our Australian made recycled timber 
handles are supplied and finished with 
two coats of clear polyurethane which 
enhances and protects against the 
elements and general use.
Being a natural, recycled timber means that no two 
pieces are the same and imperfections are all part of 
the character and charm.

Timber can be supplied in a raw form however it is 
recommended that a clear finish is applied to protect 
the product.

To maintain the finish of the Barben Timber handles, 
regularly remove dust and dirt with a soft cloth. For 
persistent marks use a soft damp cloth with water 
and wipe in the direction of the grain to prevent any 
scratching. 

Do not use harsh chemicals, abrasive cleaners or 
scourers as this may affect the coating over time. 

With care, the Barben Timber Handles will be 
maintained for many years.
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Polished Stainless Steel (PSS)

Satin Stainless Steel (SSS) 

Stainless Steel Finishes

Just as the name states “Stainless Steel” is 
comprised of carbon and chromium-nickel 
steel in our high quality 316 marine grade, 
1.6mm wall stainless steel for longevity 
and durability. 
It also contains 2 to 3% of molybdenum which increases 
resistance to corrosion. There are many advantages to 
stainless steel, however being steel the surface finish 
can deteriorate. All grades and finishes of stainless 
steel may discolour or attain an adhering layer of grime 
in normal service.  

Tramp Iron build up is often assumed to be rust but 
is however, iron build up from not being routinely 
cleaned. The handle can be bought back to its original 
lustre by rubbing Scotch Brite in the same direction as 
the grain. 

Cleaning of stainless steel is paramount especially in 
coastal areas. To achieve maximum corrosion resistance, 
the surface of the steel must be kept clean. Washing 
with soap or mild detergent and warm water followed 
by a clean water rinse is usually adequate for domestic 
conditions. Although some products are named as 
“stainless steel cleaners” they may scratch the surface 
and may contain bleach which will dull, tarnish or 
discolour the metal if not completely removed. Any 
rubbing should follow the grain lines of the stainless 
steel and always ensure thorough rinsing after cleaning. 

Do not use harsh chemicals containing bleach, 
hydrochloric acid or muriatic acid.  These are frequently 
found in  toilet bowl or tile cleaners and abrasive 
scrubbing powders and may affect the surface coating 
over time. Never use steel wool as it will leave behind fine 
ferrous particles that will rust on the surface. Do not use 
petroleum based solvents which will leave an oily residue.

Polished Stainless Steel is less susceptible to “tea-
staining” due to the fact that the polished surface, 
under a microscope, is considerably smoother that the 
finish on satin stainless steel which means there are not 
as many undulations on the surface that materials and 
chemicals can build up in.

With care, the Barben Stainless Steel Handles will be 
maintained for many years.

Environment  Clean and check...
Non-hazardous Environment every 12 months

Tropical Environment every 9 months

Swimming and Leisure Pools every 6 months

Marine Environment every 3 months

Industrial Environment every 3 months

Hazardous Environment every 1 month
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Concrete Finishes

Barben Concrete handles are 
manufactured using the latest 
technological improvements in building 
materials. Lightweight but with strength 
and character, our concrete handles are 
stylish and durable.
Concrete, by nature, is not a uniform material and just 
like timber, the concrete’s appearance will always have 
aesthetic variations of colour, shade, pattern and size. 
Our handles are poured in moulds, therefore when 
they are removed from the mould they will have some 
pinholes or bubbles along with other voids, “character 
markings”, and discolourations. These will become 
more pronounced and increase in number as the 
handle is polished. These holes will be filled but with 
age some further pinholes may appear in the surface. 
These are not considered manufacturing defects; rather 
it is a reflection of the ongoing patina of the concrete 
product.

Flexibility with pigments and stone allow you to let your 
creativity run wild and produce a unique handle.

To maintain the finish of your handle, wipe as you 
go using a soft damp cloth.  If you encounter more 
stubborn stains, use a light non-abrasive cleanser  
such as Ajax or Windex and a cleaning cloth.  Harsh 
abrasives or cleaning chemicals could wear down the 
sealer and should be avoided.

With care, the Barben Concrete Handles will be 
maintained for many years.
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Urban Brass

Brass

Copper

Bronze

Raw Materials Finishes

Wherever possible, Barben utilise readily 
available raw materials in the manufacture 
of our Australian made handles.
Our investment in state of the art machinery enables 
us to produce the finest quality handles with a surface 
finish like no other.  Precise Italian polishing machines 
guarantee a uniform surface finish; our standard 
number 4 grade finish is done specifically so as to limit 
surface build up whilst providing a striking lustre.

Available in the “raw” material offerings are Brass, 
Copper and Bronze.  Due to the molecular properties 
of each and their respective behaviour under normal 
atmospheric conditions each behave differently hence 
why these finishes.

Behaviour of Brass in a satin finish to Brass in a polished 
finish is a good comparison because when we add in 
the fact that we can also offer the handles lacquered or 
unlacquered it provides endless outcomes.  If you want 
to maintain a lustre, accelerate its reactivity or simply let 
nature run its course we can assist you in finding your 
ideal solution.

URBAN BRASS
Raw brass will patina (change colour) over time and 
conversely with atmospheric conditions.  To maintain 
the surface finish and lustre, apply Brasso and rub in 
the same direction as the grain in the material.

OTHERS
To maintain the surface finish on copper and bronze 
you can remove any build up by rubbing non-abrasive 
wax in the direction of the grain.

With care, the Barben Raw Material Handles will be 
maintained for many years.
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Leather Finishes

Our Barben leather handles are hand 
stitched using the finest Italian leather  
– “Leather Italia”.
Leather is a natural material with unique variations 
in colour and texture.  It is designed to age and may 
fade and soften over time. The stitching used in our 
leather handles is not only a decorative feature, but the 
durability and strength will ensure the leather remains a 
showpiece.

To maintain the superior finish of these Barben Leather 
products, please ensure that only a damp cloth with 
diluted, mild detergent (i.e. hand dish washing soap 
that only contains surfactants that dissolve dirt and 
grease) is used and then a clean damp cloth is used to 
remove any excess detergent.  Follow up with a clean, 
dry cloth to wipe down any excess water.

We recommend SABA, a leather product conditioner, 
be used to maintain the leather.

Do not use harsh chemicals, abrasive cleaners or 
scourers as this will affect the leather. 

Do not expose the leather to direct elements as this will 
cause damage.

With care, the Barben Leather Handles will be 
maintained for many years.
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Acrylic Finishes 

Our Barben baths are manufactured to 
high standards and as such it is important 
to care for your acrylic bath to ensure the 
longevity of your product.
Treated with care, all Barben products will ensure 
many years of service.  Soap, washing up liquid, mild 
detergents, non-abrasive creams, shaving soap and hair 
cream will not harm the product in any way.

Proper cleaning and maintenance of your acrylic bath 
will maintain the high gloss appearance with minimum 
effort for years to come. 

To preserve the high gloss polished surface, after using 
your bath, clean with a soft cloth and warm soapy water 
to wash away body oils and soap residue that forms 
a ring tide mark.  We recommend using warm soapy 
water as a weekly cleaner. 

Do not use powders, pastes, cream cleaners, thinners, 
and window cleaning sprays or dry cleaning liquid.  

For stubborn spots use baking soda on a soft cloth and 
rub gently in a circular motion.  

If you are using coloured essentials oils, first test that 
the colour won’t stain your bath, never pour them into 
an empty bath. Always add oils into a bath full of water.

With care, the Barben acrylic baths will be maintained 
for many years.
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Ceramic Finishes 

Our Barben baths and basins are 
manufactured to high standards and 
as such it is important to care for and 
maintain the surface of these products 
to ensure the ultra-resistant glaze is not 
compromised.
Some of the following problems will affect your ceramic 
products: water quality, dripping taps, plumbing 
drainage, soaking of washing, poor installation, 
cigarette burns, nail varnish, water temperature, hair 
dyes, non-slip strips or mats, and some bath oils.  

CHIPPING
Most bathroom surfaces are susceptible to chipping.  
Some of the causes are ; damage during installation, 
heavy metal plugs, loose tap handles, items falling off 
shelves or window ledges, children’s hard bath toys 
(e.g. metal cars).

It is important to attend to damage as soon as possible 
to prevent deterioration.  Please note that damage 
caused by chipping is not covered by the Barben 
Warranty.

The best time to clean your bathroom surfaces is 
immediately after use while the dirt is still soft. Only use 
a sponge or soft cloth for cleaning. This, in combination 
with a mild detergent (i.e. hand dish washing soap that 
only contains surfactants that dissolve dirt and grease), 
are all that is needed to get the items clean. Rinse the 
surface well with clean water and finish the cleaning 
process by making sure the surface is completely dry. If 
you use a bath mat, always remove immediately after 
use - never let it remain in the bath as it will damage the 
enamel. Do not hang the bath mat (or wet towels) over 
the bath to dry.

Never use steel wool, abrasive pads or applicators 
on a re-enamelled area. These will cause immediate 
damage to most bathroom surfaces. Never use 
abrasive substances. It is very tempting to try to remove 
marks with these substances but greater damage is 
always the end result. The most important substances 
to avoid are abrasive powders and cremes.

Considerable damage can also be done by using acids 
or other chemical substances such as drain cleaners. Of 
these, chlorine, pool acid, bleach, vinegar, toilet cleaner 
and lemon juice must strictly be avoided. Most of these 
substances will remove stains but the surface glaze layer 
will also be permanently damaged in the process. The 
damage that these products do can be described as 
follows. They clean the surface by “scratch” cleaning the 
dirt off. This leaves tiny scratches on the surface, which 
get filled with dirt. So you scrub harder to clean them off, 
creating more scratch marks. Each time you clean it will 
become harder to clean satisfactorily. This cycle eventually 
leads to a complete break down of the surface.

With care, the Barben ceramic baths and basins will be 
maintained for many years.
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Stone Finishes

Our Barben cabinets are manufactured 
using the latest technology which 
produces “Sintered Stone Slab”.  
The latest water jet cutting equipment, can cut any 
material, especially for stone collection, opening 
the era for customised bathroom cabinets.  Sintered 
Stone Slab is a healthy and pure natural material. 
It is manufactured using recent technological 
advancements which mimic the processes which form 
natural stone.  While natural stones like marble and 
granite are formed over thousands of years, Sintered 
Stone Slabs take just a few hours.  Minerals and stone 
particles like the ones found in porcelain or granite 
are carefully selected for quality, colour and texture.  
These particles are then subjected to extreme heat and 
pressure – just like they would be deep in the Earth’s 
crust where granite is formed.  When the process is 
finished, the particles are ultra compacted and non-
porous, thus requiring no special treatment such as 
resins or bonding agents.

It has characteristics of durability, stain resistance, water 
proof, burn resistance and anti-bacterial property.                                  

CHIPPING
Most bathroom surfaces are susceptible to chipping.  
Some of the causes are: damage during installation, 
heavy metal plugs, loose tap handles and items falling 
off shelves or window ledges.

It is important to attend to damage as soon as possible 
to prevent deterioration.  Please note that damage 
caused by chipping is not covered by the Barben 
Warranty.

Do not overload or store heavy objects on the work 
surface.  Weight or pressure applied especially to 
vulnerable areas can cause damage.

The best time to clean your bathroom surfaces is 
immediately after use. Wash the  Sintered Stone 
worktop with hot water, to which you may add a mild 

detergent (i.e. hand dish washing soap that only 
contains surfactants that dissolve dirt and grease). 
Rinse with clean water and dry with a microfibre cloth. 
For best results, we recommend cleaning any stains 
immediately, without letting them dry. 

Never use steel wool, abrasive pads or applicators 
on stone area. These will cause immediate damage 
to most bathroom surfaces. It is very tempting to try 
to remove marks with these substances but greater 
damage is always the end result. The most important 
substances to avoid are abrasive powders and cremes.

With care, the Barben Stone surfaces will be 
maintained for many years.
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Mirrored Finishes 

Mirrors can do so much in a room.  
Not only can it create the illusion of more 
space, one with intricate and unique 
designs can be a great conversation  
piece or even a piece of art. 
That is why it is important to keep them clean so they can 
do what they are supposed to do more effectively. For 
new mirrors, fresh from the store, unpack them as soon as 
possible to allow moisture during shipment to dissipate.

The simplest and safest way to clean your mirrors, 
especially new ones, is with the use of clean, warm 
water and paper towel or soft cloth. Do not use dirty or 
gritty rags, which can likely scratch the mirror’s surface. 
Also, frequent dusting with a soft microfibre cloth will 
help keep the lustre and shine of mirrors.

Make sure that the areas where the mirrors are installed 
are well-ventilated. This is to keep your mirrors from 
“sweating” or creating moisture, which can eventually 
lead to damage. For mirrors which are installed in areas 
with high humidity such as the bathroom, make sure to 
always keep the mirrors dry to prevent moisture from 
eventually damaging the edges, paint, etc.

Avoid using heavy-duty cleaning solutions that may 
contain abrasives and/or alkali. Also, stay away from 
cleaners that contain ammonia, chlorine bleach, or any 
strong chemical.

Use a soft and lint-free cloth or microfibre towel to 
remove dust. This will likewise remove smudges, 
fingerprints, and other marks. Also, wipe water or 
spilled liquid right away. This can affect the mirror finish 
if left for a long time.

Be extra careful when moving mirrors from one area 
of your home to another. This will avoid any breakage, 
scratches, and/or chipped edges. In some cases, you may 
want to use gloves so the face or backing of the mirror 
will not be damaged. For heavy/large/delicate items, it 
may be better to hire a professional to do it for you.

Install mirrors away from doors. Otherwise, you can 
accidentally hit them when you open a door or closet.

With proper care and maintenance of your Barben 
mirror, you can make them smudge- and scratch-free 
for a long time, extending their life as great additions 
to your home.
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Concrete basins

Congratulations on the purchase of your 
Bezzoni concrete basin.  We are sure 
you will enjoy your new concrete basin 
for many years to come.  To ensure your 
Bezzoni basin is maintained please read 
the Care and Maintenance Guide.
Concrete is a rustic material with natural variations in 
colour and surface. Over time, the material ages when 
used. The inside of the basin is sealed to close pores 
and make the surface more resistant to stains.

Here are some important and helpful suggestions 
for you to use your Bezzoni Basin safely. Please read 
carefully before use.

• Wipe off water drops with a soft cloth after use to 
avoid lime coating. If water is left standing in the 
basin, dark areas may occur which should disappear 
after a few hours.

• Do not expose the basin to water with a 
temperature higher than 70° C or rapid temperature 
changes as this may cause thermal shock.

• Cosmetics such as cleansers, moisturisers, face 
masks, sunscreens etc. contain many different 
chemicals, some of which can damage the basin 
sealer.  Allowing these products to come into 
contact with your basin is at your own risk. Barben 
will not warrant such damage.

• Never expose your concrete basin to anything 
corrosive or acidic/alkaline.

• Use a neutral cleaning product such as dishwashing 
soap.

• Always use a soft cloth and  avoid abrasive cleaners, 
scouring pads, steel wool or similar for surface 
cleaning.

• Avoid cleaners and products containing abrasives, 
acids, ammonia, acetone or other chemicals (eg 
scrubbing powder, hair spray, hair colour, bleach, hair 
removal and nail polish remover etc.). Should you 
spill any of the above products on the wash basin it 
should be removed immediately to avoid damage.

• Avoid impact with hard objects.  
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• It is important to remember that concrete basins 
are sealed , not glazed or fired like ceramic and 
porcelain.  Over time and depending on the level 
of use and care , concrete will dull and develop its 
own patina.

• Please do not tap toothbrushes or razors etc on the 
edge of your basin.  They have not been designed 
to withstand impact and this could damage the 
sealer or chip the concrete.

• Direct sunlight may cause discolouration over time.

Bezzoni Basins have been designed to be fit for 
purpose ie. washing hands, brushing teeth etc.  
Please do not place random objects in your basin 
as certain PVCs, plastics and rubbers are made with 
petrochemicals and if left in contact with the sealer can 
have a chemical reaction and ruin your basin.  This will 
not be covered by warranty. 

STAINS AND SPILLS
For stains and spills, a soft, wet cloth is ideal to 
gently remove any marks that are on the basin.  If it 
is a stubborn stain, use a neutral PH cleaner such as 
dishwashing liquid. Avoid forceful scrubbing as this may 
result in loss of lustre and remove the protective sealer.

SUNLIGHT
Due to the nature of concrete, direct sunlight may 
cause the concrete to slightly discolour over a long 
period of time.

SCRATCHES, CRACKS AD EDGE 
CHIPPING
Day to day use of your Bezzoni basin may result in 
scratches and markings on the surface.  Please avoid 
collisions on the edges of the basins as this may result 
in chipping or cracking of the surface.  All Bezzoni 
basins are treated with a deep penetrative sealer and 
then also sealed with a clear coat to maintain shine.

WAXING YOUR BEZZONI BASIN FOR 
EXTRA PROTECTION
Bezzoni Basins are sealed to protect against stains 
and spills on the interior surface.  Over time the sealer 
(depending on care and maintenance) is expected to 
wear.  If you would like to add another layer of protection 
we recommend waxing.  Waxing will also add a renewed 
level of shine to your concrete basin because as 
mentioned, concrete will begin to patina through use.

We highly recommend “Gilly’s Carnauba Polish for 
timber, stone, marble, concrete chalk paint.  This product 
is Australian made and owned, affordable and available 
from Bunnings stores and online direct from Gilly’s.

Gilly’s wax is easy to apply, once every 3-6 months 
depending on the level of use.  As an added bonus the 
wax smells amazing.

Even though waxing your concrete basin will provide 
an extra layer of protection, we highly recommend 
following the care and maintenance instructions to 
ensure your Bezzoni concrete basin stays beautiful for 
years to come.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Your Bezzoni basin will need to be installed by a 
licensed installer to ensure your product warranty is 
not voided.  The installer will need to check for any 
damage prior to installation and use a non-acetone 
based silicone to avoid damaging the surface.  Please 
read your warranty carefully and ensure your plumber 
follows all install instructions.
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